
Why Choose SPORT FLOOR?

There are many reasons to choose SPORT FLOOR over the competition and below are list
some of the reasons why you too should choose SPORT FLOOR.

SPORT FLOOR is a leader in the industry of high performance modular sport surfaces.

SPORT FLOOR; “the original outdoor sports tile”, was invented and patented in 1976 by Peter
Kung, through research at the University of Stuttgart, Germany, in conjunction with input from the
clinic of orthopedic surgeons in Zurich, Switzerland.

SPORT FLOOR has grown in sales and popularity since the first product was designed and
produced, and is protected under patents and international trademarks around the World.

At present, SPORT FLOOR surfaces are successfully sold in North and South America, Europe,
Asia and Australia. We offer the best performance to price ratio in the market.

SPORT FLOOR outdoor sports surface is medically recommended by American and European
orthopedic society as the safest modular synthetic court surface the market today.

SPORT FLOOR all weather surface was developed for tennis and multi game courts, which
reduces stress on back and lower body extremities. It also reduces court downtime due to
weather conditions, and has a 10 year unlimited UV warranty and life expectance of over 25
years.

SPORT FLOOR all weather surface uses virgin materials to produce its tile. This allows for better
quality control over the product than our competitors who use recycled materials that tend to fade
over time. Your new SPORT FLOOR court is color fast and will look like new for many years to
come.

SPORT FLOOR uses the best UV protectants, stain resistant agents, antioxidants, antifungal, and
anti mildew agents available to create their tiles. This helps make the SPORT FLOOR tile virtually
maintenance free. The only recommended maintenance is every 2 -3 years to sweep away any
dust or dirt that may have accumulated under the tile. A good leaf blower or shop vac is
recommended for this.

SPORT FLOOR incorporates an expansion joint in every tile. This allows the court to “breathe” by
expanding and contracting with extreme weather variations. Most of our competitors don’t
incorporate this expansion joint which helps prevent tiles from buckling.

SPORT FLOOR is 3/4” thick most of our competitors use a 1/2” thick tile.

SPORT FLOOR has a “no skid” surface that helps player gain better foot control .

SPORT FLOOR is a proud member of the USTA and is please to report that SPORT FLOOR meets
all specifications set by the NCAA for modular performance sports surfaces.

SPORT FLOOR is endorsed by 2002 & 2003 Wimbledon & US Open double champion Jonas
Bjorkman.



Basketball-Goals.com offers our customer’s the SPORT FLOOR tile directly, so that everyone can
enjoy a backyard game court. Many of our competitors simply won’t sell you their tile direct
unless they install it for you. Basketball-Goals.com allows the customer to purchase the tile and
install it themselves saving hundreds and in many cases thousands of dollars off our competitor’s
prices. And since Basketball-Goals.com doesn’t have the overhead normally associated with local
dealerships, we can offer you a better price and a superior product. And make no mistake there
are no special skills or tools needed to install a SPORT FLOOR court. The main court tiles are
10” x 10” and the line and filler tiles are 2” x 10”. The tile arrives on pallets in sheets of 4 tiles wide
by 4 tiles log already clipped together. With each order the design team at SPORT FLOOR
creates a template specific to your particular order. Simply clip the tiles together, lay them on top
of any hard level surface as shown on your template and your done!

All straight game lines come included with your SPORT FLOOR order and are inlaid tiles, only the
arc lines such as the top of the key semi circle and 3 point lines of a basketball court need to be
painted. To accomplish this we offer a court stencil that comes with a roller (paint is not
included). A special mixture of paint is available at any Sherman Williams commercial paint store.
After the court has been laid onto your subsurface simply unfold the stencil line it up with the lane
of your court the stencil is cutout where the arc lines are to be painted, simply use the roller to
paint the lines and you’re done. You do not have to anchor or glue down a SPORT FLOOR court
the shear weight of the tile and its pyramid underside design keep your SPORT FLOOR court in
place.

We also offer factory installation services for courts over 2000 sq ft nationwide. We carry a full
line of mesh ball containment fencing, muiti-sport game nets, lighting, rebounders, tennis ball
machines, basketball goals, tennis court benches and canopys and much more.

If you don’t already have a subsurface installed click here to download a subsurface installation
guide.

If you already have an existing subsurface and would like a quote click here.


